A filtration theory for the power-law non-Newtonian fluids is developed on the basis of the extended Rabinowitsch-Mooney equation, and several definitions of non-Newtonian filtration characteristics are defined. The equations presented in this paper may be considered as equations applicable both for non-Newtonianfiltration and for conventional Newtonian filtration. Methods for evaluating the overall characteristics of non-Newtonian filtration are suggested by using the compression permeability data. In order to confirm the validity of the theory, constant pressure filtration experiments are carried out under various conditions of the flow behavior index Arranging from 0.404 to 0.504 and the filtration pressure/? from 1000 to 3000 G/cm2, and it is shown that the methods presented in this paper are valid. It is also shown that the average specific filtration resistance varies considerably with change in the TV-value of the power-law, and the cakes formed from non-Newtonian filtration of pseudo-plastic fluid are denser than those from usual Newtonian filtration.
Introduction
In spite of the basic importance of non-Newtonian filtration in broad fields of petrochemical and food processing industries etc., very little has been studied in theories and experiments, while W. Kozicki et al.7>8) have made valuable contributions to the filtration theory of power-law non-Newtonian fluids.
In this paper, the conventional filtration theory of Newtonian fluids at constant pressure is reexamined in view of the power-law for flow of non-Newtonian fluids. In order to provide a useful mathematical tool of simplified form to industrial filtration, a generalized theory which is applicable to both non-Newtonian and conventional Newtonian filtration is presented in this paper. It will also be demonstrated that the non-Newtonianfiltration behaviors can be calculated on the basis of compression-permeability cell measurements and the estimated results are compared with constant pressure filtration experiments of pseudoplastic non-Newtonian fluids.
Experimental Equipment and Procedures
The experimental filter, shown in Fig. 1 , essentially
consists of a plexiglass cylinder of 130mm inside diameter, a brass upper plate with a connection for applying air pressure and a stainless-steel bottom
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In order to conduct non-Newtonian filtration experiments, the selection of solid materials is important and it is essential that addition of non-Newtonian liquid to suspensions may not substantially affect particle flocculation, and that the viscous characteristics of the filtrate do not vary during filtration process1^. Several kinds of slurry materials (i.e., Gairome clay, Korean kaolin, calcium carbonate, fine silica sand, Filter-Cel, Standard-Supercel, HyfloSupercel and Radiolite) have been examined. The last two materials have proven to be appropriate in the above mentioned views and Radiolite (# 1100)* is used for the experiments attempted in this study. The non-Newtonianfluids used in this study are 
Theoretical Analysis
On the assumption of no slip velocity at the walls of flow conduits with arbitrary cross-sectional shapes, the average flow rate Ue of a time independent nonNewtonian fluid can be represented by the extended Rabinowitsch-Mooney Equation4» 6à" 7* 9) , J2U.
Where a and b are geometric constants depending on the cross-sectional shapes of the conduits, zw the shear stress at the wall, Ue the average flow rate, rH the hydraulic radius and/(rw) is the shear rate at the wall which depends on shear stress zw. Weare concerned here with pseudoplastic fluids described by the power-lawmodel g.T =K(ty (2) Therefore, shear rate f is given by the form f(T) = t=*-1/N(gc*)1/N (3) Where K is the fluid consistency index and N is the flow behavior index. When Rabinowitsch-Mooney Equation (1) is applied to the filtrate flow in a filter cake, Uemust be the real flow rate along with the actual sinuous path persued by an element of the filtrate and can be related to the velocity Ux along with the opposite direction of cake growth by introducing the socalled tortuosity concept1' 2). Ue = TUx (4) Where Tis the tortuosity, i.e., the ratio of the length of actual flow path to the depth of a bed. Equation (1) can easily be integrated to yield
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Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) (ll) In above equations, pL is the local hydraulic pressure, So the effective specific surface of cake solids and e is the local porosity at the distance x from the cake bottom.
It should be noted that Ux in Eq. (6) is the relative velocity of liquid with respect to migrating solids rather than the true velocity of liquid with respect to a fixed coordinate, since solid particles in cake migrate towards the filter mediumdue to cake compaction, and one gets u, =-&-rfr =~(Sx-erx) (12) Where e=ej{\-e) is the local voidage, qx the apparent velocity of liquid, rx the apparent migration rate of solids in cake and the subscript "x" implies the local values at the distance x from the medium.
Substituting Eqs. (10), (ll) and (12) into Eq. (6), and rearranging with the aids of Eq. (9) 
( 15) j% is the local specific filtration resistance for the power-law non-Newtonian fluid and depends on both the flow behavior characteristics of fluids and the cake structure, ax the local specific filtration resistance which has been conventionally defined for the Newtonian fluid filtration3>14), wx the mass of dry solids per unit area in the distance x from the filter medium and/>s is the local solid compressive pressure which can be related to the local hydraulic pressure by dpL+dps=0 (16) or on integration Pl+Ps=P (17) where p is the applied filtration pressure. Since e and ax are functions of ps alone as obtained from compression permeability cell measurements, So can be calculated by using Eq. (15) . Provided the values of f, T, and N are given, yx can be calculated as a function ofp8 by using compression permeability cell data. Numerical calculations attempted in this paper are executed on the assumption of the value V 2 of Trecommended by Carman1'2) and the value 3 of £ through a filter cake asserted by Kozicki5).
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of compression and permeability tests3' 10' n) of Radiolite-Water suspension. It is postulated that the C-P cell data on the water suspension mayserve as the basic tool for this study, since the C-P cell measurements on nonNewtonian fluids are quite time-consuming and it appears that the existence of polymer does not substantially affect the degree of flocculation in the case of Radiolite suspended in sodium polyacrylate solutions. Furthermore, for executing the rigorous estimations of non-Newtoniannitrations under various conditions, it should be noted that C-P cell data on one non-Newtonian fluid can be applicable only to the filtration of the same one of the non-Newtonian fluid.
As the solid compressive pressure ps is zero at the cake surface where wx=w9 and is a maximum value (p-Pm) at the cake bottom where 1^=0 as shown in In above equations, yK the average specific filtration resistance presented by Kozicki et aU\ J the correction factor by which jK should be multiplied to yield the true specific resistance y, sav the average cake porosity, and L is the total thickness of cake.
In accordance with the so-called modern filtration 56 JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN theory12'13'15'163, qx variation through cake may be negligibly small for filtrations of dilute slurries and low compressible materials as attempted in this study. Furthermore, the main objective of this study is to afford a useful mathematical tool for industrial practice for non-Newtonian filtration, and simplified equations of non-Newtonian filtration are presented in accordance with the conventional Ruth's concept for Newtonian filtration in which the filter medium is regarded as equivalent to a layer of cakel0). In accordance with Ruth's treatment of the total filtration resistance =aw+Rm=aSiY(w+wm), the total resistance for non-Newtonian filtration can be written as fw+^m-fav(w+wm)> where wmis the fictitious cake mass10) which accounts for the medium resistance, and orav and y&r are the average specific filtration resistance for the cake and the mediumand both are the functions ofp, whereas a and j are the functions°f 
In the above equations, s is the mass fraction of solids Integrating Eq. (31) through a portion of cake thickness x and the total thickness L and combining yields f* dps f", dps It is interesting to note that <?, Ko and T, which are geometric constants of flow path, do not affect on -distribution in cake as can be seen from Eqs. (32) and (14) . Figure 6 represents^-distributions in cake calculated from Eq. (32) for various N values. The figure indicates that the solid compressive pressure in cake increases with decreasing the value N and consequently implies that the cake formed by non-Newtonian filtration are denser in cake structures than the cake by usual Newtonian filtration.
-distributions being known, the porosity distribution and the average porosity eav can be determined, and the value of mcan be calculated in accord with
Predicted values of m are tabulated for various values of pressures and flow behavior indexes in Table 1 .
Variations of m are rather small for the changes in N and p due to the low compressibility of slurry material used. Figure 7 illustrates the measurements of the viscous characteristics of filtrate by a cone-plate type rotational rheometer. The solid line in the figure represents the viscous characteristics for the actual filtrate and the dotted line is that for the original non-Newtonian solution not yet vitiated by solid materials. There exists somedifference betweenthe viscous characteristics of filtrate and the original non-Newtonian liquid.
Experimental Results and Discussions
The difference maybe due to adsorption of polymer The experimental values of (dO/dv) and (d0/dv)N for several runs are plotted with respect to v in Figs. 8 and Numerical methods are also suggested for evaluating the non-Newtonian filtration characteristics by using compression permeability cell measurements. Filtration experiments are carried out under the conditions of various constant pressures and various viscous characteristics of a power-law non-Newtonianfluid, and it becomes apparent that the methods based upon compression permeability data are valid for nonNewtonian filtration.
In addition, it is shown that average specific resistance varies markedly with a change in the value of the flow behavior index N of the power-law fluid and denser cake are formed from non-Newtonianfiltration of pseudo-plastic fluid than the cakes formed from usual Newtonian filtration. It should be noted that the present study is confined to a slurry material of relatively low compressibility 
